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Humans are not the only living beings with souls who live on planet earth. Many animal
lovers and pet owners easily believe the animals they care about have “souls.” The
following list of living beings were dowsed to have souls, and we call them “living
beings.” You and your pets are included. Some other animals are not included
because although they are sentient, they do not carry their personal history forward or
backward in time. We refer to them as “sentient beings.” Although you may be
shocked by what is included (or not included) on the list that follows, we present it as
truth and appreciate hearing about confirmation, disagreement or others that might
need to be included. First, think about this:
There are several things that distinguish living beings (with souls) from sentient beings
(without souls). One is free will. The beings on the list have all been gifted with the
same free will as humans! They live under the same constraints on free will as humans
do—the constraints of parental controls, the constraints of societal rules and the
constraints of biosphere disturbances.
Some of them have struggled to survive under the constraint of sharing their home with
humans who disrespect them, not necessarily intentionally, but from lack of
understanding what they are. Many of them are known for having their own society with
values very much like those humans have (for example: dolphins, penguins and lions).
As mentioned, like humans they carry their history forward and backward in time. Like
humans, they have an energetic heritage of their soul many ages ago—and some
originated on other planets. For example, all bison have a galactic energy that allows
them to carry around in their humps wisdom that science can use to help the energy
crisis and other challenges of our times. All giraffe have a growth between their ears
that can be thought of as another “third eye,” giving them intuitive access to other living
beings. Earth needs us to be able to tap into these available and valuable sources of
knowledge. The author has many of them on a chart of living beings who are her
helpers and has found them life-changing in their influence and invaluable in their
assistance to her work.
Another distinguishing factor is that these living beings are part of the interdependent
web that is larger than any “big picture” we can imagine—an infinitely larger picture—
out into the universes and beyond. Like humans, they are all evolving toward Oneness
with that One. Have you ever heard anyone say, “I think I had a past life as a tree,” or
perhaps a lion or pet dog? As part of the interdependent web of existence, humans can
indeed incarnate in other lifetimes as most of the living beings on this list! Honor these
potential ancestors with the awe and wonder they deserve.
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This section on Living Beings was conceived by Mo Wheeler and Wells Christie, working together with
Guidance. The list of living beings has grown over time.
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These living beings all have the potential to live within the continuum of unconditional
love and pure consciousness. Like humans, they have all struggled with the
parameters of duality that have blocked them from being all they can be. Unfortunately,
humans have contributed—unknowingly, to be sure—to this situation. In duality, we
have used our free will to take advantage of other living beings; we have created wars
with other humans over our boundaries and our differences. We have used other living
beings—both plants and animals—for our nourishment.
With appreciation for the economic and personal implications, we ask you not to
consume other living beings, but to receive your nurturance from the many sentient
beings on the planet. There are many living beings who want to share their gifts that
are the products of their existence. Dowse whether it is for the highest good for you to
eat them—and then enjoy these gifts with appreciation for the sustenance they give.
The lives of some trees and foods that are living beings are ended as part of some of
our holiday traditions. We are not saying to cease and desist—suggesting, rather, as
the Native Americans did, we bless their gift of themselves for our celebrations and
nurturing.
Living Beings (beings with souls that reincarnate)
We realize the shock effect of this list for many people—and we apologize for including
some of what may be your favorite foods. We’ve considered reducing the list to those
you might accept, but it just didn’t seem to be speaking with integrity. Just think of them
as possibilities rather than certainties. Keep in mind that some of the ideas came from
people who have these animals as pets—like pigs and Holstein cattle. A young woman
told Mo that as a child she had pet pig she knew was smiling at her every time she
greeted it. And, any Holstein farmer will speak up for them!
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Dolphins, whales, crocodiles and manatees.
Bison, North American black and white Holstein cattle, and pigs.
Penguins, some sea turtles and turtles that are pets, bull frogs (maybe other
frogs), sea lion and otter.
Sea bass, fresh water bass, salmon, trout, octopus, pearl, swordfish, fresh water
rhodophyta (an algae), mollusk, and starfish.
Giraffes, lions and elephants.
Deer, some lizards, gray wolves, mountain lions, skunks, prairie dogs, and black
bears.
Jerusalem sage, blue buttercups, peace lilies, orchidaceae, kudzu, cactoi (cacti)
and mosses with splash cups.
Honey bees (genus Apis) and some butterflies.
Crows, some bats, hawks, robins, wild turkey, eagles, owls, macaw, blackpoll
warbler, red phalarope, and mourning dove.
Celery and asparagus.
Spruce, Scot’s Pine, canaan fir, birch and sallow (willow).
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Granite, dolerite and silver.

All living beings have histories stored in their souls. All have past, present and future
lives—millions of memories locked in time. Some can exercise free will; all should have
it available to them. They can guide us and help us work together to save the planet
that is our shared home. In the new paradigm, hopefully we can live in mutual respect
and compassion, moving toward living together with cooperation and in peace and
harmony.

